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Abstract
A statistical parametric speech synthesis system based on hid-
den Markov models (HMMs) has grown in popularity over the
last few years. This system simultaneouslymodels spectrum,
excitation, and duration of speech using context-dependent
HMMs and generatesspeechwaveforms from the HMMs them-
selves. Since December 2002, we have publicly released an
open-source software toolkit named HMM-based speech syn-
thesis system (HTS) to provide a research and development
platform for the speech synthesis community. In December
2006, HTS version 2.0 was released. This version includes a
number of new features which are useful for both speech syn-
thesis researchers and developers. This paper describes HTS
version 2.0 in detail, as well as future release plans.

1. Introduction
Currently the most popular speech synthesis technique is unit
selection [1–3], where appropriate sub-word units are selected
from large speech databases. Over the last decade, this tech-
nique has been shown to synthesize high quality speech and is
used for many applications. Although it is very hard to sur-
pass the quality of the best examples of unit selection, it does
have a limitation that the synthesized speech will strongly re-
semble the style of the speech recorded in the database. As
we require speech which is more varied in voice characteris-
tics, speaking styles, and emotions, we need to record larger
and larger databases with these variations to achieve the syn-
thesis we desire without degrading the quality [4]. However,
recording such a large database is very difficult and costly [5].

Over the last few years, a statisticalparametric speech syn-
thesis system based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) has
grown in popularity [6–10]. In this system, context-dependent
HMMs are trained from databases of natural speech, and we
can generate speech waveforms from the HMMs themselves.
This system offers the ability to model different styles without
requiring the recordingof very large databases.

Figure 1 is an overview of this system. It consists of
training and synthesis parts. The training part is similar to
that used in speech recognition systems. The main differ-
ence is that both spectrum (mel-cepstral coefficients [11], and
their dynamic features) and excitation (logarithmic fundamen-
tal frequencies (logF0) and its dynamic features) parameters
are extracted from a speech database and modeled by context-
dependent HMMs (phonetic, linguistic, and prosodic contexts
are taken into account). To model variable dimensionalparam-
eter sequence such as logF0 with unvoiced regions properly,
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Figure 1: Overview of a typical HMM-based speech synthesis
system.

multi-spaceprobabilitydistributions (MSD) [12] are used. Each
HMM has state duration probability density functions (PDFs)
to capture the temporal structure of speech [13, 14]. As a re-
sult, the system models spectrum, excitation, and durations in
a unified HMM framework [6]. The synthesis part does the in-
verse operationof speech recognition. First, an arbitrarilygiven
text to be synthesized is converted to a context-dependent label
sequence, and then an utterance HMM is constructed by con-
catenating the context-dependentHMMs according to the label
sequence. Second, state durations of the utterance HMM are
determinedbased on the state durationPDFs. Third, the speech
parametergenerationalgorithm(typically, the Case 1 algorithm
in [15] is used, please refer to Section 2.4 for detail) generates
the sequence of spectral and excitation parameters that maxi-
mize their output probabilities. Finally, a speech waveform is
synthesized directly from the generated spectral and excitation
parametersusing the correspondingspeech synthesisfilter (mel
log spectrumapproximation(MLSA)filter [16] formel-cepstral
coefficients).

The most attractive part of this system is that its voice char-
acteristics, speaking styles, or emotions can easily be modi-
fied by transformingHMMparametersusingvarious techniques
such as adaptation [17, 18], interpolation [19, 20], eigenvoice
[21], or multiple regression [22].
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Since December 2002, we have publicly released an open-
source software toolkit named HMM-based speech synthesis
system (HTS) [23] to provide a research and development plat-
form for speech synthesis community. Currently various or-
ganizations use it to conduct their own research projects, and
we believe that it has contributed significantlyto the success of
HMM-based synthesis today. In December 2006, HTS version
2.0 was released. This version includes a number of new fea-
tureswhich are useful for both speech synthesisresearchersand
developers. This paper describes relevant details of this system,
and future release plans.

2. HTS: A toolkit for HMM-based speech
synthesis system

2.1. Outline

The HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) has been be-
ing developed by the HTS working group as an extensionof the
HMM toolkit (HTK) [24]. The history of the main modifica-
tions we have made are listed below:
• Version 1.0 (December2002)

– Based on HTK-3.2.
– Context clusteringbased on the minimumdescrip-
tion length (MDL) criterion [25].

– Stream-dependentcontext clustering [6].
– Multi-space probability distributions (MSD) as
state output PDFs [12].

– State durationmodeling and clustering [13].
– Speech parameter generationalgorithm(Case 1 in
[15] only).

– Demo using the CMU Communicatordatabase.

• Version 1.1 (May 2003)
– Based on HTK-3.2.
– Small run-time synthesis engine.
– Demo using the CSTR TIMIT database.
– HTS voices for the Festival speech synthesis sys-
tem [26].

• Version 1.1.1 (December2003)
– Based on HTK-3.2.1.
– Demo using the CMU ARCTIC database [27].
– Demo using the Nitech Japanese database.
– Variance flooring for MSD-HMMs.
– Post-filtering[28].
– HTS voice for the Galatea toolkit [29].

The source code of HTS is released as a patch for HTK. Al-
though the patch is releasedunder a free software licensesimilar
to theMIT license,once the patch is appliedusersmust obey the
license of HTK.1 Since version 1.1, a small run-time synthesis
engine named hts engine has been included. It works without
the HTK libraries, hence it is free from the HTK license. Users
can develop their own open or proprietarysoftware based on the
run-time synthesis engine. In fact, it has been integrated into
ATR XIMERA [30] and Festival as an spectrum and prosody

1The HTK license prohibits redistribution and commercialuse.

prediction modules and one of the speech synthesis modules,
respectively. Although no text analyzers have been included,
Festival (general) or the Galatea toolkit (Japanese)can be used.
Of course users can use their own text analyzers. For exam-
ple, Krstulovic et al. [31] used the text analysis provided by
the MARY software [32] instead of the Festival. This toolkit
has been used in various research groups to develop their own
HMM-based speech synthesis systems [33–46].

There have been a variety of functional restrictionsin HTS
version 1.x releases. However, HTS version 2.0 has more flexi-
bility and a number of new functionswhich we have proposed.
The next section describes the detail of HTS version 2.0.

2.2. New features in version 2.0

After an interval of three years,HTS version2.0 was released in
December 2006. This is a major update and includes a number
of new features and fixes, such as
• Based on HTK-3.4.
• Support GCC-4.
• Compilationwithout signal processing toolkit (SPTK).
• Terms about redistributions in binary form are added to
the HTS license.

• HCompV (global mean and variance calculation tool)
accumulates statistics in double precision. For large
databases the previous version often suffered from nu-
merical errors.

• HRest (Baum-Welch re-estimation tool for a single
HMM) can generate state duration PDFs [13, 14] with
the -g option.

• Phoneme boundaries can be given to HERest (embed-
ded Baum-Welch re-estimation tool) using the -e op-
tion. This can reduce computational cost and improve
phoneme segmentation accuracy [47]. We may also
specify subset of boundaries (e.g, pause positions).

• Reduced-memoryimplementationof decisiontree-based
context clustering in HHEd (a tool for manipulating
HMM definitions) with the -r option. For large
databases the previous versions sometimes consumed
huge memory.

• Each decision tree can have a name with regular expres-
sions (HHEdwith the -p option).
e.g.,

TB 000 {(*-a+*,*-i+*).state[2]}
TB 000 {(*-t+*,*-d+*).state[3]}

As a result, two different trees can be constructed for
consonantsand vowels respectively.

• Flexible model structures in HMGenS (speech parameter
generation tool). In the previous versions, we assumed
that the first HMM stream is mel-cepstral coefficients
and the others are for logF0. Now we can specifymodel
structuresusing the configurationvariablesPDFSTRSIZE
and PDFSTRORDER. Non-left-to-right model topologies
(e.g., ergodicHMM),Gaussianmixtures,and full covari-
ance matrices are also supported.

• Speech parameter generation algorithm based on the
expectation-maximization(EM) algorithm (the Case 3
algorithm in [15], please refer to Section 2.4 for detail)
in HMGenS. Users can select generationalgorithmsusing
the -c option.
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• Randomgenerationalgorithm[48] in HMGenS. Users can
turn on this function by setting a configuration variable
RNDPG=TRUE.

• State or phoneme-level alignments can be given to
HMGenS.

• The interface of HMGenS has been switched from HHEd-
style to HERest-style.

• Various kinds of linear transformationsfor MSD-HMMs
in HERest.

– Constrained and unconstrained maximum likeli-
hood linear regression (MLLR) based adaptation
[49].

– Adaptive training based on constrained MLLR
[49].

– Precisionmatrix modeling based on semi-tied co-
variancematrices [50].

– Heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis
(HLDA) based feature transform[51].

– Phonetic decision trees can be used to define re-
gression classes for adaptation [52,53].

– Adapted HMMs can be converted to the run-time
synthesis engine format.

• Maximuma posteriori (MAP) adaptation [54] for MSD-
HMMs in HERest.

• Speed improvements in many parts.
• Many bug fixes.

The most significant new features are speaker adaptation for
MSD-HMMs and the speech parameter generation algorithm
based on the EM algorithm. In the following section, we de-
scribe these features in more detail.

2.3. Adaptationand adaptive training

As discussed in Section 1, one of the major advantages of the
HMM-based speech synthesis approach over the unit-selection
approach is its flexibility: we can easily modify its voice char-
acteristics, speaking style, or emotions by transformingHMM
parametersappropriately.

Speaker adaptation is the most successful example. By
adapting HMMs with only a small number of utterances, we
can synthesize speech with voice characteristics of a target
speaker [17, 18]. MLLR and MAP-based speaker adaptation
for single-streamHMMs have been supported since HTK-2.2.
However, we could not support them in the official HTS re-
leases because our internal implementation of adaptation for
multi-streamMSD-HMMswas not portable. In HTK-3.4alpha,
most of adaptation-relatedparts in HTK were rewritten. This
change made porting adaptation for multi-streamMSD-HMMs
straightforward.

In HTS version 2.0, MLLR mean (MLLRMEAN), diagonal
variance (MLLRVAR), full variance (MLLRCOV), and constrained
mean and variance (CMLLR) adaptations for MSD-HMMs are
implemented. Unfortunately, adaptationof state duration PDFs
[55, 56] is not supported yet. MAP estimation for mixture
weights, means, variances, and transition probabilitiesare also
supported. In addition,HTS version 2.0 includesadaptive train-
ing (CMLLR) [49], semi-tied covariance matrices [50], and
HLDA, which have recently been implemented in HTK. The

use of adaptive training enables us to estimate better canon-
ical models for speaker adaptation and improves the perfor-
mance of the average voice-basedspeech synthesissystem [57].
Recently semi-tied covariance models were applied to HMM-
based speech synthesis and we have achieved some improve-
ment over diagonal covariance models if it is used with the
speech parametergenerationalgorithmconsideringglobal vari-
ance [58]. These efficient full covariance modeling methods
(would) become essential when we want to model highly cor-
related features such as articulatory movements. The use of
HLDA enables us to derive a linear projection that best de-
correlates training data associated with each particular class
[51]. AlthoughHLDA may not be effective in speech synthesis,
it would be beneficial in recognitiontasks.

Usually, MLLR transformsare shared across similar Gaus-
sian distributions clusteredby a regressionclass tree [59]. How-
ever, this method has a disadvantage: we can adapt segment
level featuresonly [60]. This is because the regressionclass tree
is constructed based on a distribution distance in a bottom-up
fashion and does not reflect connections between distributions
on the time axis. To address this problem, phonetic decision
trees have been applied to define regression classes [52, 53].
This enables us to adapt both segmental and suprasegmental
features, and in this way significant improvements over the re-
gression class trees have been reported. In HTS version 2.0,
HHEd has a command DT for converting phonetic decision trees
into a regression class tree. Converted decision trees can be
used as a regression class tree to estimateMLLR transforms.2

To use adaptation transforms in synthesis, we can use
both HMGenS and hts engine. HMGenS can load and apply
adaptation transforms in the same way used in HERest. For
hts engine, first model sets are transformed by adaptation
transforms using the AX command of HHEd. Then adapted
model sets are converted into the hts engine format using the
CT and CM commands.3

2.4. Speech parameter generation algorithm based on the
EM algorithm

In [15], three types of speech parameter generation algorithms
are described. These algorithmsaim to solve the following three
problems
Case 1. MaximizeP (o | q, i, λ) w.r.t. o,
Case 2. MaximizeP (o, q, i | λ) w.r.t. q, i, and o,
Case 3. MaximizeP (o | λ) w.r.t. o,
under the constraints between static and dynamic features
(o = Wc), where λ is an utterance HMM and correspond-
ing state duration models, o =

[
o!1 , . . . , o!T

]!
is a speech pa-

rameter trajectory including both static and dynamic features,
c =

[
c!1 , . . . , c!T

]!
is a static feature vector sequence,W is a

window matrix to calculate dynamic features from static fea-
tures, q = {q1, . . . , qT } is a state sequence, i = {i1, . . . , iT } is a
mixture component sequence, and T is the number of frames.
For Case 1, it is simply required to solve a set of linear equa-
tions. However, recursive search and EM algorithm-basediter-
ative optimizationare required for Cases 2 and 3 respectively.

In the previous versions, only the algorithmfor Case 1 was
implemented: state and mixture component sequenceswere as-

2In the speaker adaptation demo script released with HTS version
2.0, this function is turned off to reduce computationalcomplexity.

3Covariance matrices of adapted model sets are approximated by
their diagonal elements.
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sumed to be provided. In HTS version 2.0, we have addition-
ally implemented the algorithm for Case 3,4 in which we as-
sume that the state and mixture component sequences or a part
of them are hidden. We can select the algorithm to be used us-
ing the -c option. If the -c 0 option is specified, the Case 1
algorithm is used (both q and i are given). If -c 1, the Case 3
algorithm with a fixed state sequence is used (q is given but i
is hidden). With the -c 2 option, the Case 3 algorithm is used
(both q and i are hidden). It should be noted that although the
Case 1 algorithmcannotuse Gaussianmixtures, it is muchmore
computationallyefficient than the Case 2 andCase 3 algorithms.

2.5. Demonstrationsand documentation

HTS version 2.0 comes with two demo scripts for training
speaker-dependent systems (English and Japanese) and a demo
script for a speaker-adaptation system (English). The English
demo scripts use the CMU ARCTIC databases and generate
model files for Festival and hts engine. The Japanese demo
script uses the Nitech database and generates model files for
the Galatea toolkit. These scripts demonstrate the training pro-
cesses and the functionsof HTS.We recommendthat users first
try to run these demos and read the scripts themselves. Six
voices for Festival trainedby the CMUARCTICdatabaseshave
also been released. Each HTS voice consists of model files
trained by the demo script, and can be used as a voice for Festi-
val without any other HTS tools.

Currentlyno documentationfor HTS is available. However,
the interface and functionsof HTS are almost the same as those
of HTK. Therefore,users who are familiarwith HTK can easily
understand how to use HTS. The manual of HTK [24] is also
very useful. Most of questions we have been asked have their
answers in this manual. There is an open mailing list for the
discussion of HTS (hts-users@sp.nitech.ac.jp). If you
have any questions or trouble with HTS, please first search the
mailing list archive and read the HTK manual, and then ask on
the mailing list.

3. Other applications
Although HTS has been developed to provide a research plat-
form for HMM-basedspeech synthesis, it has also been used in
various other ways, such as

• Humanmotion synthesis [61–63],
• Face animation synthesis [64],
• Audio-visualsynthesis and recognition[65–67],
• Acoustic-articulatoryinversionmapping [68],
• Prosodic event recognition[69,70],
• Very low-bitrate speech coder [71],
• Acousticmodel adaptation for coded speech [72],
• Training data generation for ASR systems to obtain
domain-specificacousticmodels [73].

• Automatic evaluation of ASR systems [74].
• Online handwritingrecognition[75].

We hope that HTS will contribute to progress in other research
fields as well as speech synthesis.

4Only HMGenS provides algorithmfor Case 3.

4. Conclusionsand future release plans
This paper describedthe details of the HMM-basedspeech syn-
thesis system (HTS) version 2.0. This version includes a num-
ber of new features and fixes such as adaptation,adaptive train-
ing, and the speech parameter generation algorithm based on
the EM algorithm.

Internally, we have developed a number of variants of HTS,
e.g.,

• Hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) [76].
• Speech parameter generation algorithm considering
global variance [58].

• VariationalBayes [77].
• TrajectoryHMMs [78].
• Interpolation[19,20].
• Shared tree construction[79].
• Advanced adaptationand adaptive training [80,81].
• Eigenvoice [21].
• Multiple linear regressionHMMs [22].

Some of these have been applied to our BlizzardChallengesys-
tems and achieved successful results [7]. Hopefully, we can
integrate valuable features of these variants into future HTS re-
leases. The current plan for future releases is as follows:

• Version 2.0.1 (August 2007)
– Bug fixes.
– C/C++ API for hts engine.
– Speaker interpolation.

• Version 2.1 (March 2008)
– HSMM training and adaptation.
– Speech parameter generation algorithm consider-
ing global variance.

– Advanced adaptation.

HTS version 2.1, with the STRAIGHT analysis/synthesis tech-
nique [82], will provide the ability to construct the state-of-
the-artHMM-basedspeech synthesissystemsdeveloped for the
past BlizzardChallenge events [7,83].
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